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ABSTRACT
Production data analysis (PDA) is widely applied by engineers to evaluate reservoirs.
However, traditional analytical methods may not be accurate due to simplified assumptions, and
are limited in their applications. Numerical simulation and history matching could be time and
computation consuming. This research focuses on improved production data analysis and
reservoir evaluation methodology.
In this research, we started from a thorough study and documentation of a target field.
We first reviewed the petroleum geology, petrophysical properties, and production history of the
target field. We then evaluated current production histories with decline curve analysis,
developed a numerical reservoir model through matching production and pressure data, and
carried out parametric studies to develop an optimized waterflooding method based on ultimate
oil recovery and economics. This study provides an addition to the list of carbonate fields
available in the petroleum literature and also improved understandings of Smackover formation
and similar analogous fields.
To improve the characterization of the target field, we then developed a fit-for-purpose
PDA model which is capable of evaluating reservoir properties and forecasting well performance
with improved accuracy and efficiency. This model adopted an innovative Ensemble Kalman
Filter (EnKF), and was couple with a single-well reservoir simulation model to evaluate reservoir
properties and to predict future production. This PDA model has been validated with both
synthetic simulation models and field data. It proves to be versatile, accurate, and efficient in
production data analysis. The methodology helps other researchers to develop and apply more
efficient production data analysis model.
With the successful model development, we then carefully applied the PDA model to the
analysis of production data from the target field. Permeability, skin factor, and drainage area were
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obtained and included in the field-scale simulation model. Parametric studies were carried out to
investigate the impact of gas injection locations, the number of injectors, types of injected gas,
and injection rates. Simulation strategy and workflow are summarized and has proven to be
practical, accurate, and versatile to improve history matching and reservoir evaluation. Our field
case studies add a reference in literature for petroleum engineers, researchers, and students to
understand reservoir evaluations and field development.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Production data analysis (PDA) is one of the important reservoir evaluation methods
because an accurate PDA could provide detailed reservoir characteristics, predict production, and
identify problems with current production. Current available PDA methods include: material
balance, decline curve, type curve, analytical and numerical simulations. Analytical methods can
reach fast results, but have large uncertainties and limited applications due to the assumptions.
Numerical simulation and history matching could solve complex problems with acceptable
accuracy, but would take a lot of time and efforts. Therefore, there is a need to develop a model
that could provide detailed reservoir/producer-related properties with increased certainty,
accuracy, and efficiency. Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) is a Monte-Carlo implementation of
Bayesian update problem. It has been recognized as one of the most efficient matching algorithms.
The current publications related with EnKF-based history matching are mainly focused on direct
application with whole-field simulation model. Little attentions are paid on single-well PDA
under the EnKF framework. This study takes an endeavor in analyzing important issues related to
single-well PDA under the framework of EnKF with real field validation and application.
Workflows of reservoir evaluations in previous publications are mainly focused on asset
maximization. Very few mentioned works covered an effective methodology to improve wholefield simulation model and history matching. Large uncertainties in predicted well performance
and reservoir properties will potentially impair the accuracy of simulations and development
decisions. Therefore, based on a thorough study of the target field, we developed a systematic
strategy which covers the entire phases of reservoir evaluation including a rigorous methodology
to improve reservoir history matching by applying the above EnKF-based PDA model. Field
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study in this research serves as a field application for PDA model, and a field evaluation
methodology.
The objective of this research is to develop an improved production data analysis model
and reservoir evaluations methodology. Methodology of this research is
Step 1. Conducted a complete and systematic review of all production data analysist models and
reservoir evaluation methods, which are documented in introduction of chapter 3.
Step 2. Reviewed all relevant geological, petrophysical and engineering data from PSU field and
built a data set for production data analysis and reservoir simulation studied.
Step 3. Conducted reservoir simulation studies of primary and waterflooding performances,
which was documented in chapter 2.
Step 4. Found the necessity and built a more efficient PDA model, which was documented in
chapter 3.
Step 5. Improved the reservoir model incorporating the results from step 3 and 4, and conducted
reservoir simulation studies of gas injection on oil and gas reserves and recovery, which was
documented in Chapter 4.
Step 6. Documented

new

findings

in

three

papers

and

dissertation.

Chapter 2
Feasibility of Waterflooding in a Producing Oil Reservoir

Abstract
The carbonate oil field studied is a currently producing field in U.S., which is named
“PSU” field to remain anonymity. Discovered in 1994 with wells on natural flow or through
artificial lift, this field had produced 17.8 × 106 bbl of oil to date. It was noticed that gas oil ratio
had increased in certain parts and oil production declined with time. This study was undertaken to
better understand and optimize management and operation of this field. In this paper, we first
reviewed the geology, petrophysical properties, and field production history of PSU field. We
then evaluated current production histories with decline curve analysis, developed a numerical
reservoir model through matching production and pressure data, then carried out parametric
studies to investigate the impact of injection rate, injection locations, and timing of injection, and
finally developed optimized improved oil recovery (IOR) methods based on ultimate oil recovery
and economics. This paper provides an addition to the list of carbonate fields available in the
petroleum literature and also improved understandings of Smackover formation and similar
analogous fields. By documenting key features of carbonated oil field performances, we help
petroleum engineers, researchers, and students understand carbonate reservoir performances.

Introduction of PSU Field
Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian) Smackover microbial buildups are known to be productive oil
and gas reservoirs in the eastern Gulf coastal plain of the United States (Al Haddad and Mancini,
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2013). Geology and petrophysical evaluation has led to successful primary development.
Together with some 16 Smackover fields in southwest Alabama area, the combined oil
production has reached a total 5 million bbl by 2008 (Mancini et al., 2008), among which more
than 2 million was contributed from PSU field.

As a light oil carbonate reservoir, PSU field experienced normal pressure drop after five
years of primary production. The need to increase the recovery from PSU field has prompted the
interest in this reservoir simulation studies. Jay/lec field (Alhuthali et al., 2013; Langston and
Shirer, 1985; Lawrence et al., 2002; Verma et al., 1994; Wilkinson et al., 2004) has been
identified as an analogy field by the operating company. The Jay field commenced production in
1970, and has produced primarily from the Smackover formation. The primary recovery from Jay
field was estimated at about 17% of OOIP. Water injection commenced later also yielded good
results. Estimate of ultimate primary and secondary recovery is 373×106 bbl or 51% of OOIP
(Melster et al., 2014). Besides Jay/lec field, Womack Hill field in southwest Alabama also
produced from the same formation. Field characterization, construction of reservoir simulation
model, engineering reservoir performance analysis, and advice on management practices to
improve production from this field are thoroughly documented (Mancini and Blasingame, 2004).
Regarding improving waterflooding performance, Feng et al. documented their water-injection
optimization for a complex fluvial heavy-oil reservoir by integrating geological, seismic, and
production data (Feng et al., 2013). Mamghaderi et al. combined capacitance-resistive model and
genetic algorithm method, improved modeling of liquid and oil production history matching, and
provided optimal injection scheme (Mamghaderi et al., 2012). Vaz et al. focused on injectivity
decline due to injection of water (especially re-injection of produced water), and developed a
semi-analytical model to quantify limited injectivity (Vaz et al., 2010). Water cut is of importance
in waterflooded reservoirs. Cheng and Li focused on estimating reserves and predict oil
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production performance using the relationship between water cut, and compared 6 conventional
models and found Warren model is statisticaly better (Cheng and Li, 2014). Shirman et al. applied
both a physical model and computer simulations to demonstrate downhole water sink (DWS)
completions’s ability to control water coning and increase oil production rate (Shirman et al.,
2014). von Hohendorff Filho and José Schiozer proposed a methodology to solve numerical
coupling of reservoirs and production systems. They also tested the production system on
common operating conditions (von Hohendorff Filho and JoséSchiozer, 2014).

Figure 1 Map showing major structural features, approximate updip limit of Smackover deposition, and the location of
PSU fields (modified from SOGBA).
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2.1 Petroleum Geology of PSU Field
The Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian) Smackover Formation (Figure 1) is a carbonate unit
deposited during a major marine transgression and highstand across the northern rim of the Gulf
of Mexico. Both Heydari and Mancini described this petroleum system as a dual-reservoir, pure
stratigraphic trap near the depositional limit of the Smackover Formation (Heydari and Baria,
2006; Mancini et al., 2008). Two reservoir facies in are identified within the Smackover
Formation at PSU Field, which are based on petrographic microfacies analysis, meso-/macroscale
core description, and wire-line logs (Ernest A. Mancini, 2006; Mancini et al., 2008; Ridgway,
2010).
The grainstone to wackestone (upper) and thrombolite boundstone (lower) are two
producing reservoirs. Upper and lower reservoirs do not have direct communication according to
reservoir pressure and fluid data analysis. The upper and lower reservoir facies are interbedded
with three lime mudstone and dolomudstone to wackestone units that encase these reservoirs
vertically and laterally (Mancini et al., 2008). The lower reservoir is more productive as
evidenced by the 2-year cumulative oil production per well, and it is also the focus of this study.
Lower reservoir covers an area of 32 mi2, and thickness of 43 ft (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013).
Reservoir tilt angle of the reservoir is about 200 ft per mile as can be observed in Figure 2. It is
thickest in local buildups that are composed of thrombolites in the southern part of the field and is
absent along the northern margin (Mancini et al., 2008). To date, no faulting, structural closure,
or localized paleotopographic highs have been observed in this field. The oil-water contact or
highest known water in the field is recognized by the State Oil and Gas Board of Alabama
(SOGBA) at a subsea depth of 11,365 ft (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013).
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Figure 2 Structural cross section AA, illustrating elevation changes in the PSU field area in a southwest to

northeast direction.(Mancini et al., 2008)).
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Figure 3 Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian) Smackover sequence stratigraphy for the target field (Mancini et al., 2008).

2.2 Petrophysical Properties of PSU Field
Accoring to Haddad & Mancini, limestone has been identified as the dominant lithology
in the Smackover Formation in PSU field (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013). In both producing
reservoirs, dolomitization is observed only in western part of the field. Shale is absent from this
field. The pore system of the lower reservoir is dominated by vuggy and solution-enhanced void
pore spaces, and is characterized by large-size pores that are interconnected by larger and more
uniform pore throats, which provides for higher connectivity in carbonated reservoirs and higher
permeability (Jennings and Lucia, 2003; Mancini and Blasingame, 2004). Figure 4 represents the
petrophysical measurements of permeability and porosity of lower reservoir in PSU Field. We
also listed a well log from PSU lower reservoir in Figure 5.
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Figure 4 Histograms illustrating the petrophysical properties of the lower (S-6) reservoirs as determined from well- log
analysis and modeling at PSU field: (C) S-6 porosity, 267,425 samples, and S-6 permeability (Al Haddad and Mancini,
2013).

Figure 5 A representative well log of PSU field lower reservoir (courteous of operating company).

2.3 Field Production History
PSU Field was discovered in 1994. The well tested from perforations at 3618–3622 m
(11,870 – 11,883 ft) in the Upper Jurassic Smackover Formation at 108 bbl/day of API 46° oil
with a flowing tubing pressure of 248 psi. As of June 2014, 113 wells had been drilled in this
field area. Figure 6 represents the production history of PSU field from July of 2004 till 2010.
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Daily oil production gradually increases during field development and reached around 4,380
bbl/day by 2008. Gas rate showed a sharp decline during the 5th year. GOR value remained
roughly constant around 1,000 scf/stb during the first 5 year, and then increased to around 2,000
scf/stb. Gas injection program was selected for enhanced recovery in the upper reservoir instead
of the original water injection project because of low permeability in this reservoir and because of
the nature of the solution-gas drive in the reservoir (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013). For lower
reservoir, an effective enhanced recovery program is necessary to increase recovery. This study is
to focus on evaluating performances and effectiveness of water flooding as a secondary recovery
method for lower reservoir in PSU field.
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Figure 6 Profiles of oil rate (upper left), cumulative oil (upper right), gas rate (middle left), cumulative gas (middle
right), GOR value (lower left) for PSU field lower reservoir.
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2.4 Decline Curve Analysis
Arps decline curve analysis indicates field production is declining in an exponential
behavior (b = 0). Additional cumulative oil production is expected to reach 11.39 MMbbl in 25
years (19% OOIP) assuming status quo. Decline exponent “b” of individual wells are divided into
4 groups, and mapped over the reservoir as shown in Figure 7. We can easily recognize an
increase of “b” value from northeast (shallower depth, lower initial reservoir pressure, and
smaller drainage area) to southwest (deeper in depth, higher initial reservoir pressure, and larger
drainage area). Two wells close to water oil contact in southwest boundary of the reservoir also
have small decline exponent.

Figure 7 Decline exponent b values of individual wells mapped over lower reservoir in PSU field.
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2.5 Numerical Simulation Studies

2.5.1 Reservoir properties and base model
A black oil model, consists of 80,000 blocks (400 × 200 × 1), was constructed for lower
reservoir of PSU field. The model is based on detailed geological and geophysical studies. In
Figure 8, 31 wells are included to simulate performances of waterflooding. Porosity and
permeability are treated as homogeneous in this study, and averaged to be 8% and 20 md
respectively. Measured bubble point pressure is around 2,640 psi. According to fluid PVT data,
this reservoir contains light oil, which has very preferential mobility to yield good production.
Relative permeability data are summarized in Figure 9. Initial water saturation was set close to
connate water saturation. Water-oil contact is to the south west of the field. Initially, the reservoir
is filled with water and oil. Other reservoir properties were summarized in Table 1.

Figure 8 Well location and net pay thickness of the lower formation of PSU field in both 3D and 2D (courtesy of the
operating company, 2009).
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Figure 9 Oil-Water (upper) and Oil-Gas (lower) Relative Permeability Data (Data courtesy of operator).

Table 1 Reservoir and Fluid Properties of PSU Field
Porosity, %

8

Permeability, md

20

Original Pressure, Psia

5148

Original Temperature

208

Oil FVF, RB/STB

1.87

Solution Gas-Oil Ratio, scf/stb

1,273

Oil Viscosity, cp

0.17

Oil Gravity, API

42.2

Injected Gas/Oil Miscibility Pressure, Psi

3698

Water Saturation, %

0.15

Oil Saturation

0.85

Bubble Point/Saturation Pressure, Psia

2640

2.5.2 Manual History Matching
History matching results are presented in Figure 10. We have also validated pressures for three
wells (5-8, 5-10, and 5-14). Our simulated pressures are a few psi different from actual bottomhole pressures. Cumulative oil recovery is predicted to be 1.06×107 bbl (18% OOIP) for 25 years
of primary production. This value is consistent with analogous field, Jay/LEC field. Figure 11
presents the pressure and oil saturation maps after 10 years of production. Reservoir pressure is
lowest in central and highest in southwest part. Large amount of residual oil will be left in
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southwest part, therefore, it will be a potential sweet spot for secondary recovery and infill
drilling.

Figure 10 History matched oil rate and predicted cumulative oil recovery

Figure 11 Pressure (left) and oil saturation (right) maps after 10 years in the lower formation of PSU field.

2.6 Performances of Waterflooding based on Black Oil Simulation Model

2.6.1 3:1 Line Drive
The mobility ratio is favorable for waterflooding due to low relative oil viscosity. We
changed some of the producers to injectors, and evaluated waterflooding performances. 3:1 line
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drive pattern was chosen as target driving pattern, which was used in the Jay/LEC field (Shirer,
1974). In this model, waterflooding initiates after 6 years of primary production (on 01/01/2010)
and lasts for 19 years. To conduct the parametric studies, injection rates are kept at 4,000
bbl/day/well, but number of driveline and locations are varied. Six different line-drive patterns
are simulated and compared as shown in Figure 12. Injection locations in Figure 13 was found to
be an optimized drive pattern for PSU field due to its high profitability. According to pressure
distribution in Figure 13, reservoir pressures adjacent to injectors can be maintained at values
higher than bubble point pressure. According to oil saturation distribution, areas adjacent to
injectors have very little residual oil due to high injection rate.

Figure 12 3:1 line drive patterns tested.
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Figure 13 Oil saturation map (left) and pressure map (right) of with injection rate of 4000 bbl/day/well on

2028-12-30.

2.6.2 Effect of Injection Rate
A maximum allowable bottom-hole pressure (BHP) of 10,000 psi was set for all injectors.
Based on the optimized injection location as shown in Figure 13, injection rates of 4,000, 3,000,
2,000, 1,500, and 1,000 bbl/day/well were investigated. In Figure 14, when injection rate
increases from 1,000 to 3,000 bbl/day/well, cumulative oil recovery has obvious increased.
However, when injection rate was increased to above 3000 bbl/day/well, cumulative oil recovery
does not show any obvious improvement. According to the economic calculation, injection rate of
3,000 bbl/day/well was found to be the most economic.
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Figure 14 Cumulative Oil Recovery of varied injection rate based on same injection pattern (3:1 line drive).

2.6.3 Effect of Infill Drilling for Line-drive Waterflooding
From Figure 11 and Figure 13, wells in the southwest area of PSU field are sparse, and
large unswept area exists between drive lines, infill drilling was proposed to increase oil recovery.
43 additional wells and 3 more drivelines were added. In Figure 15, we still applied 3:1 line drive.
Injection rate we tested include 1,000 bbl/day/well, 1,500 bbl/day/well, 2,000 bbl/day/well, and
4,000 bbl/day/well.
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Figure 15 Top view of PSU field showing well locations before and after infill drilling. Zoomed area shows

driveline, 1st line of producers, and 2nd line of producers.

qinjection
increase

Figure 16 Cumulative oil recovery (left) and watercut (right) of models with infill drilling and varied injection rate.
These models are compared with natural depletion (no infill drill, no injection) and the best case in Figure 14 (before
infill drilling qin=3000 bbl/D/well).

After infill drilling, with the drive pattern in Figure 15, cumulative oil recovery will be
18.1 MMbbl at injection rates of 4,000 bbl/day/well 20 years. This results in additional 3 MMbbl
oil after infill drilling. According to Figure 16, watercut values end up with around 0.98, and
water breakthrough is earlier as injection rate increases.
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Since high watercut and low oil production at 1st line of producers will greatly
compromise field performances, the following well constrain was added: when watercut at
producers reaches 0.9, they will be immediately shut-in. Figure 17 shows that cumulative oil
recovery was increased and water breakthrough (0.9 watercut) was delayed with this operational
change.

Since high watercut and low oil production at 1st line of producers will greatly
compromise field performances, the following well constrain was added: when watercut at
producers reaches 0.9, they will be immediately shut-in. Figure 17 shows that cumulative oil
recovery was increased and water breakthrough (0.9 watercut) was delayed with this operational
change.

Figure 17 Cumulative oil recovery and watercut of with and without a watercut constraint of 90% at

producers.

2.6.4 Effect of Infill Drilling for Hybrid Injection Pattern.
Line-drive pattern is combined with 5 spot pattern in Figure 18. Injection rates tested
include: 500 bbl/day/well, 800 bbl/day/well, 1,000 bbl/day/well, and 2,000 bbl/day/well.
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According Figure 18, hybrid injection pattern can further increase oil production. With an
injection rate of 4,000 bbl/day/well, cumulative oil recovery could be increased by 1.5 MMbbl
compared with line drive injection pattern in Figure 18. However, a large amount of water
production will incur higher water treatment expense and may compromise the overall profit. For
details regarding each case tested in this study, please refer.

Figure 18 Cumulative oil recovery and watercut of models with hybrid drive pattern (various injection rate) compared
with base case. All models are based on infill-drilled field. The time that the entire field reaches 0.9 of watercut is
marked with blue spots on the cumulative oil plot.

2.7 Conclusions
This study provides insights into behaviours of this carbonate field in the prescense of
waterflooding.
•

According to our decline curve analysis and whole-field simulation studies, primary
production could recover 18% of OOIP. For status quo, reservoir pressure will be lowest
in middle part of the reservoir, which is around 400 psi, while higher in southwest part of
the field.

•

When some of the current producers are changed into injectors to implemet a 3:1 line
drive waterflooding, ultimate oil recovery (25-year production) could be increased to
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around 28.5% of OOIP. When an injection rate of 3,000 bbl/day/well of water were
found to be the more economic than other injection rates.
•

When additional wells were infill drilled, and a refined 3:1 line drive waterflooding was
applied, ultimate oil recovery could reach 33.25% of OOIP. At the same time, increased
water process costs might compromise the overall profit. With a constraint of watercut of
90% at producers, more oil will be recovered with better sweep efficiency.

•

When additional wells are infill drilled, and waterflooding with hybrid drive pattern (3:1
line drive combined with 5 spot pattern) is performed, ultimate oil recovery (25-year
production) could reach 38% of OOIP. However, water production will also be grealy
increased, and results in higher water treatment costs.
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Chapter 3
Development and Application of an Efficient and Accurate Production Data
Analysis Model

Abstract
Reservoir evaluation is a prerequisite for optimized field development. Production data
analysis (PDA) is one important reservoir evaluation method due to the availability of production
data. This paper presents a fit-for-purpose PDA model that can be used to evaluate reservoir
properties and forecast well performances. We have coupled the innovative Ensemble Kalman
Filter (EnKF) with a 2-dimensional, 3-phase reservoir simulation model to capture the production
behavior of a single well and to evaluate its permeability, porosity, skin factor, and drainage area.
The model has been verified with both synthetic simulation models and field data, then applied to
a currently producing carbonate oil reservoir in the U.S. The model proves to be versatile,
accurate, and efficient in production data analysis. The methodology in this paper helps others to
develop and apply more efficient production data analysis models.

Introduction
Often times production started when reservoir was not fully characterized. Production
data are commonly available. Therefore, it is important to understand reservoir characteristics
through an accurate and efficient production data analysis. Several production data analysis
methods are commonly used, including the material balance calculation/tank type model, decline
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curve analysis (Arps, 1945). Although they are low cost and time efficient, important fluid and
rock properties are neglected due to simplified assumptions. Limited application for boundary
dominated flow only also renders decline curves inaccurate (Poston et al., 2008). Decline curve is
also not suitable for what-if analysis since same-operation assumption must be satisfied (Ertekin
et al., 2001; Poston et al., 2008). Type-curve analysis/analytical methods are widely used to
analyze production data. However, type curves are very specific in nature, and an analyst has to
apply the right kind of curves; otherwise, the analysis may produce incorrect results. A unique
match is often difficult to achieve (due to the diversity in the shapes of the curves), as different
solutions to the diffusivity equation may look similar (Bhattacharya and Nikolaou, 2013). For
more accurate and versatile production data analysis, engineers have turn to history matching
with numerical reservoir simulation. In this method, the input data to a reservoir simulation model
(e.g., geological description, fluid properties, and relative permeability) are altered to match
recorded data (e.g., fluid rates, pressures, tracers, and temperatures). However, traditional
matching methods suffer from the following drawback (Wen and Chen, 2007): the entire
production history is manually matched, which is extremely time-consuming due to repeated
simulations of the entire history.
The ensemble Kalman filter initially proposed by Evensen (1994) is a Monte-Carlo
implementation of the Bayesian update problem, in which an ensemble of models is used to
update the parameters sequentially according to the chronological order in which the data are
acquired and assimilated (Evensen, 2006, 1994; Naevdal et al., 2005). As a result, this method is
free from complex derivation and implementation of the adjoint equations required by gradientbased matching methods. Its implementation thus turns out to be significantly more efficient and
is independent of any reservoir simulator (Liang, 2007). In addition, the ensemble Kalman filter
works sequentially and is suitable for real-time reservoir history matching. In the following figure,
we present a comparative analysis between EnKF-based matching and the traditional matching
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method. Note the sequential updating feature of EnKF compared to the traditional method. EnKFbased matching method has avoided both repeated simulations of the entire production history
and calculations and minimizations of the sensitivity coefficient. The EnKF-based method can
also assess simulation uncertainties.

Figure 19 Traditional vs. EnKF-based history matching (Fahimuddin, 2010).

Majority of the applications of EnKF in history matching exist in reservoir scale
permeability and/or porosity realization. For example, the very first application started with
Nævdal et al. (Geir et al., 2002), who used EnKF for permeability estimation on a simple
reservoir application and showed good results. Naevdal extended the application from a
previous study (Geir et al., 2002) into a simplified 2D reservoir model of a North Sea
field whole reservoir, also with good results (Naevdal et al., 2005). Thulin and Li have
applied EnKF to estimate initial fluid contacts and obtained reasonable results
(Thulin et al., 2007). However, little attention has been paid in characterizing small
scale reservoirs or production data analysis with EnKF methods. Gaoming and Han
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have applied the EnKF method to integrate well-test pressure data into
heterogeneous reservoir models. The static geological data are assumed to be
encapsulated in a multivariate probability density function. A partially doubly
stochastic model is applied to account for potential error in the prior mean of the
property fields. Based on synthetic simulations, an excellent data match has been
achieved (Li et al., 2010). Han and Gaoming have utilized both microseismic and
well-test data to estimate the porosity and log-permeability distribution of a 2-layer,
5-spot pattern. Results have shown a good data match and large uncertainty
reduction (Han et al., 2014).
We will develop a PDA model, which preserves the basic functions of type-curve
methods by assimilating well production data with the EnKF method, and on the other hand
allows for largely improved accuracy, efficiency, and applicability compared with traditional
evaluation methods. We will demonstrate model validation and accuracy in estimating
permeability, skin factor, and drainage area.

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 The EnKF Method
The EnKF methodology is a two-step process. The first step is a forecast step in which
the reservoir flowing system is evolved forward in time using our reservoir simulation model. Let
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denote the solution of the reservoir state (reservoir pressures and phase
saturations) at time t.

denotes the quantity of state variables. We further assume that the

reservoir model depends on some poorly known parameters,
Calculation of

is similar with that of

, to be estimated.

. The parameters considered in a well test normally

include permeability, drainage area, and skin factor. The first step at time t is a function of the
state at time 𝑡 − 1 and the model parameter 𝜽. That is,
𝒙𝑡 = 𝑓(𝒙𝑡−1 , 𝜽) + 𝜀𝑚 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑥 , 𝜀𝑚 ~𝒩(0, 𝑄), dynamic model

(2.1)

𝑥(𝑡0 ) = 𝑥0 , 𝜃(𝑡0 ) = 𝜃0 , initial state

(2.2)

In a reservoir-fluid-flow model, the model error is typically neglected. The initial state,
𝑥0 , may also be treated as a random variable, representing uncertainty in initial conditions. The
model is constrained by some measurements, such as flow rate of oil/gas/water, collected at times
𝑚 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁𝑚 . Note that the assimilation time here is denoted with 𝑚 to differentiate from the
time step t in the reservoir simulation model. 𝑚 and 𝑡 do not have to overlap, and assimilation can
be executed once observation becomes available. The flow rate measurements 𝒅𝑜𝑚 are related to
the reservoir states through the nonlinear relation,
𝑜
𝒅𝑜𝑚 = 𝑔(𝒙𝑚 , 𝜽) + 𝜀𝑚
∈ ℝ𝑁𝑑

where

(2.3)

) represents the measurement error, which is a zero-mean Gaussian

noise. The superscript 𝑜 means that the error is in an observation.

represents the number of

observations. The covariance of the data is 𝑪𝐷 . The time evolution of the state variable, 𝑥𝑚 , is
now a random variable.
Because we want to condition the solution to the measurements, we consider the model
evolution as a sequential Bayesian inversion. The second step is a data assimilation step, in which
the model and state variables that describe the system are updated to reduce the observation-data
mismatch.
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When applying the EnKF method to nonlinear problems, it is common to define an
augmented state vector. The variables include three types of parameters: (1) static parameters 𝜽
(e.g., permeability and porosity fields that are traditionally called static because they do not vary
with time); (2) dynamic parameters, or system state 𝒙 (e.g., pressure and phase saturations of the
entire model that are usually solutions of the flow equations); and (3) production data or
observations 𝒅 (e.g., well production rates, which are usually measured at wells). The state
variables for each simulation model form a state vector, and the ensemble of state variables forms
an ensemble matrix. Thus, we have
𝜽
𝒚𝑚,𝑘 = { 𝒙 }
∈ ℝ𝑁𝜃 +𝑁𝑥 +𝑁𝑑
𝒅 𝑚,𝑘
. Recall that 𝒅𝑚 are

dimensional column vectors. Let 𝑰𝑁𝑑

identity matrix and 𝑶 denote the

null matrix and define

Now,
denote the

(2.4)

matrix 𝑯 by

the

𝑯 = [𝑶 𝐈𝑁𝑑 ]

(2.5)

Note that, with this definition, the relation between the state vector and the data will be
given by the linear relation,
𝑜
𝒅𝒎 = 𝑯𝒚𝒎 + 𝜀𝑚

(2.6)

where H is a matrix containing only 0s and 1s.
Let

be the ensemble size. It is convenient to introduce the matrix Ym, holding the

ensemble members at time m,
𝑁

𝒀𝑚 = {𝒚1𝑚 , 𝒚2𝑚 , … , 𝒚𝑚𝑘 } ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑦 ×𝑁𝑘

(2.7)

and the matrix ̅̅̅̅
𝒀𝑚 storing the ensemble mean in each column,
1
2
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
𝒀𝒎 = {𝑦
𝑚 𝑦𝑚

𝑁
… ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑦𝑚𝑘 } = 𝑌𝑚 𝟏𝑵𝒌

(𝟐. 8)
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where

is the

matrix with all elements equal to

. Introduce also the

ensemble perturbation matrix,
𝒀′𝑚 = 𝒀𝑚 − ̅̅̅̅
𝒀𝑚 = 𝒀𝑚 (𝑰 − 𝟏𝑵𝒌 )

(2.9)

At a data assimilation step, each state vector of the ensemble is updated using the
ensemble approximation to the Kalman gain in the following manner:
𝑓

𝑓

𝒀𝑢𝑚,𝑘 = 𝒀𝑚,𝑘 + 𝑲(𝒅𝑜𝑚,𝑘 − 𝑯𝒀𝑚,𝑘 )

(2.10)

where the superscripts f and u stand for forecast and update, respectively. In our study,
we have used the perturbed-observation approach (Burgers et al., 1998; Houtekamer and Mitchell,
1998) for which random observation perturbations with the same covariance as the true
observation error are added to observations in each ensemble member. In Eq. (4.10), K is the
ensemble approximation to the Kalman gain and is computed as
𝑓

𝑓

−1

𝑲 = 𝑪𝑌 𝑯𝑇 (𝑯𝑪𝑌 𝑯𝑇 + 𝑪𝐷 )

(𝟐. 11)

The collection of all ensemble state vectors is denoted by Y and is a matrix of the
𝑓

dimensions 𝑁𝑦 ×𝑁𝑘 . In Eq.(4.11), 𝑪𝑌 denotes the prior covariance matrix for the state variables,
which can be estimated from the ensemble using the following expression:
𝑓

f
𝑪𝑌 = Cov(𝐘m
)≈

T
1
f ′
f ′
𝐘m
(𝐘m
)
Nk − 1

(2.12)
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Figure 20 Schematic update of the EnKF method.
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3.1.2 Forward Models

Figure 21 Control volume in rectangular coordinates (Ertekin et al., 2001).

Oil occurs in the pores of the reservoir rock, and when the rock is permeable, the oil can
flow through the pores. We have considered three-phase flow due to its computational efficiency
and applicability in the target field. Assuming that oil and water are not soluble with each other,
while gas may contain some amount of light oil, that the reservoir is at constant temperature, and
that the fluids are in thermodynamic equilibrium, we will obtain the following flow equations. In
these equations, two target reservoir parameters, reservoir pressure and permeability, are directly
written. Another reservoir parameter, drainage area, will be represented with the widths ∆𝑥 and
∆𝑦.

(2.13)

(2.14)
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(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)

3.1.3 Parameters to be Matched
In single-well production data analysis, several reservoir parameters are of the most
attention, including reservoir permeability, skin factor, and drainage area. Therefore, these factors
will be treated as poorly unknown parameters, and included in the augmented state vector in Eq.
(4.4). Regional reservoir permeability is treated as homogeneous and isotropic, and is directly
written in Eq. (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15). Drainage area is not directly written in flow models.
Therefore, we assumed a square drainage area shape, with uniform grid size and fixed grid
number. Based on sensitivity analysis from grid number 6×6 to 101×101, grid number of 11×11
is adequate to represent a conventional light oil reservoir. In this way, we treated grid size as an
unknown variable to represent drainage area.
As for skin factor, many wells have a zone of altered permeability near the wellbore
resulting from drilling or completion operations or from stimulation. “Skin" is a coefficient used
to quantify increased or decreased dimensionless pressure drop due to non-ideal conditions.
Positive skin means there is damage (i.e., the pressure is higher than it should be). Negative skin
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means there is stimulation (i.e., the pressure is lower than it should be). Skin is treated as a
dimensionless factor in the Peaceman formula in Eq. (4.19).

Figure 22 Schematic of the block at a well location.

qp = Ω

𝑘𝑟
− 𝑃𝑤𝑓 )
(𝑃
𝜇𝐵 𝑝,𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

Ω=

(2.19)

θkh
r
ln (r e ) + S
w
1
𝑘𝑦 2

1
𝑘𝑥 2

(2.20)

1
2

[( ) Δ𝑦 2 + ( ) Δ𝑥 2 ]
𝑘𝑦
𝑘𝑥
𝑟𝑒 = 0.28

1
𝑘𝑥 4

1
𝑘𝑦 4

( ) +( )
𝑘𝑦
𝑘𝑥
Where, qp is production flow rate (bbl/day);
𝑘𝑟 is relative permeability to a certain phase;
𝜇 is viscosity, cp;

B is formation volume factor, reservoir volume/volume at standard conditions;
𝑃𝑝,𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is pressure at the near-wellbore, psia;
𝑃𝑤𝑓 is flowing well bottom hole pressure, psia;
rw is well radius, ft;
k is permeability, md;
h is thickness, ft;

(2.21)
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𝑘𝑥 is permeability in the direction of the x axis, md;
𝑘𝑦 is permeability in the direction of the y axis, md;
Δx is difference along x direction, ft;
Δy is difference along y direction, ft;

Figure 23 Illustration of the Skin Factor Concept (Blasingame, 2007).

The Peaceman formulation in Eq. (4.19) is the most practical approach to represent skin
factor, in which all dimensionless pressure drops collapse to the wall of the well bore regardless
of the depth of the altered permeability zone. However, in the model application, we have found
that a direct estimate of skin factor will result in larger inaccuracies. Therefore, the following
Hawkins formulation in Eq. (4.22) is applied. Assuming the reservoir is a simple 2-zone radial
composite reservoir model. Steady-state flow in the "inner-zone" and any other relevant flow
regime can exist in the "outer zone". The model estimates inner-zone permeability 𝑘𝑠 rather than
skin factor, assuming altered permeability due to simulation or damage only exists in the well
block. Therefore 𝑟𝑠 is also presumed. 𝑘𝑠 can then be converted to the skin factor with the
Hawkins formulation:
𝑘

𝑟

𝑆 = (𝑘 − 1) 𝑙𝑛 𝑟 𝑠
𝑠

𝑤

where, k is the permeability of the original formation, md;
𝑘𝑠 is the damaged/stimulated permeability, md;

(2.22)
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𝑟𝑠 is the radius of the “inner”, ft;
𝑟𝑤 is the well bore radius, ft.

3.1.4 Model Flow Chart

Figure 24 Schematic design of the production data analysis model

In the PDA model we proposed, the EnKF algorithm is programmed and linked to a
single-well reservoir simulation model. Unknown reservoir properties include reservoir pressure,
homogeneous and isotropic reservoir permeability, drainage area, and skin factor. Field data is the
measured oil rate. The EnKF model only performs data assimilation, and the reservoir simulation
model generates the reservoir state and observation data. The reservoir simulation model and
EnKF exchange data at every assimilation time step. Reservoir parameters are updated
sequentially; therefore, the model is suitable for real-time reservoir history matching.
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3.2 Reservoir Model Description
The reservoir model is a 2D, 3-phase, single-well model. One producer locates in the
center of a square drainage. The block dimension depends on the initial and updated drainage area.
Well production is firstly maintained with a maximum oil rate of 500 bbl/day and later changed to
a bottom-hole flowing pressure of 500 psi. The permeability is treated as homogeneous and
isotropic. Production lasted for 10 years, and data were assimilated every 30 days starting from
the first oil rate observation after the constant production period. Figure 25 is a representation of
the stimulated well in our base model. Altered permeability due to damage or stimulation exists
only in the wellblock. At each data-assimilation timestep, oil rate production data from the
producer was assimilated.

Figure 25 A representation of the stimulated well in our base model.

The depth of the drainage is 11400 ft, and the thickness is 15 ft. Initial reservoir pressure
is 5031 psi. The oil bubble point pressure is 2640 psi. Gas does not exist when production
initiates. Initial oil saturation is 0.8, and water saturation is 0.2. Reservoir temperature is constant
at 208°F. Reservoir porosity is homogeneous as 0.1. PVT data and other rock properties are
documented by (Yue and Wang, 2015).
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3.3 Model Verification through Synthetic Simulation Model
In the following example, the true reservoir and near-wellbore permeability is 20 md;
therefore, the skin factor is 0. The true reservoir drainage area is 160 acres. Initial inputs for these
parameters are 50 md, 30 md, and 120 acres, respectively. The ensemble size is 50. Figure 26
shows the matching of oil rate and its absolute error. In the left of the figure, the red dots
represent the “measured” oil rate, and the blue curve represents the ensemble mean. We can see
that oil rate matching is very successful during the process. Absolute error is decreased to almost
0 after assimilating 8 points. Figure 27 shows the uncertainties in oil rate matching; the threshold
(model error) was set as 0.01 bbl/day. Reaching the threshold can be regarded as reaching
convergence. We can see there is some fluctuation of oil rate uncertainties during the first 8
assimilation data points, which is caused by adjustment of the reservoir properties. The model
reached convergence after assimilating 25 data points.
Figure 28 is the estimation of reservoir permeability and the error percentage in the
estimation. The red dashed line represents the true reservoir permeability, and the blue solid curve
represents the estimated ensemble mean of reservoir permeability. Each blue dot is the
permeability estimate at a certain assimilation time step. From the figure, we can see that
estimated reservoir permeability experienced large fluctuations during the first 7 or 8 data points
and stabilized at around 24.5 md and thereafter. The average error percentage is 23.8%.
Estimation of near-wellbore permeability is presented in Figure 29. Again, the red dashed line
represents the true near-wellbore permeability, and the blue solid curve represents the estimated
ensemble mean of near-wellbore permeability. Estimated near-wellbore permeability experienced
large fluctuations during the first 7 assimilations and then stabilized at around 20 md. The
converted skin factor is about 0.11. Estimation of the drainage area is presented in Figure 30. The
estimated drainage area is 167.6 acres, and the error percentage is about 4.7%. Summarization of
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the above example is listed in Table 2. We can see this is a very successful estimation application,
as matching of the oil rate is achieved. Close estimations of reservoir properties are also obtained.
The entire process took about 20 min.

Figure 26 Matching of the oil rate and absolute error in oil rate matching.

Figure 27 Uncertainties in oil rate matching.
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Figure 28 Estimation of reservoir permeability and the error percentage in the estimation.

Figure 29 Estimation of near-wellbore permeability (left) and converted skin factor (right).
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Figure 30 Estimation of drainage area and the error percentage of the estimation.

Table 2 Summarization of the estimation example.

True Value
Initial Input
Model
Estimation
Absolute Error
Error Percentage

Reservoir
Permeability
(md)
20.00
50
24.84

Near-wellbore
Permeability
(md)
20.00
30.00
19.66

Skin Factor

Drainage Area
(acres)

0.00
4.42
0.11

160.00
120.00
167.60

4.84
23.8%

0.34
1.7%

0.11
N/A

7.60
4.7%

In order to test the stability of the model, 30 random cases have been set up. In each case,
the reservoir permeability and the near-wellbore permeability are both a random number between
1 md and 100 md, and the drainage area is a random number between 80 and 200 acres. The well
production schedules are the same as in previous tests. Our PDA model is applied to estimate
these reservoir properties for each case, and the results are summarized in the following table.
The absolute error in reservoir permeability estimation ranges from 0.74 md to 64.22 md with an
average of 11.94 md. The absolute error in near-wellbore permeability estimation ranges from
0.96 md to 61.24 md with an average of 11.74 md. The error percentage of the drainage area
ranges from 0.03% to 20.97% with an average of 2.82%.
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Table 3 Summarization of the estimation results for 30 random cases.
True Value
Model Estimation
Absolute Errors/Error Percentage
Reservoir
Well Block
Reservoir
Well Block
Reservoir
Well Block
Permeability Permeability Drainage
Permeability Permeability Drainage
Permeability Permeability Drainage
(md)
(md)
Area (acres) (md)
(md)
Area (acres) (md)
(md)
Area
1
65.80
70.73
232.98
62.34
67.72
233.34
3.46
3.01
0.16%
2
75.82
28.26
274.76
42.67
26.47
268.82
33.15
1.80
2.16%
3
18.13
93.58
167.73
35.39
32.34
181.52
17.27
61.24
8.22%
4
2.27
17.18
194.87
0.73
15.44
154.00
1.54
1.74
20.97%
5
65.04
83.57
203.83
61.94
60.65
198.36
3.09
22.92
2.68%
6
23.72
57.82
174.66
34.93
39.12
173.79
11.21
18.70
0.50%
7
34.68
66.95
256.09
33.75
61.49
257.28
0.93
5.47
0.46%
8
94.51
20.76
215.04
30.29
29.35
215.70
64.22
8.59
0.31%
9
27.91
42.40
253.19
28.65
30.73
249.45
0.74
11.67
1.48%
10
35.39
74.70
260.40
41.45
60.74
261.48
6.06
13.97
0.41%
11
34.42
31.77
179.48
32.68
35.07
194.83
1.74
3.30
8.55%
12
8.88
23.38
270.10
17.65
19.23
255.47
8.77
4.15
5.42%
13
79.88
38.54
220.10
70.36
45.29
220.36
9.52
6.75
0.12%
14
38.70
16.71
231.24
27.53
19.04
231.30
11.17
2.33
0.03%
15
14.81
25.62
169.40
16
11.90
49.61
250.28
21.84
28.79
278.13
9.94
20.83
11.13%
17
16.99
22.27
258.63
16.08
19.36
255.16
0.91
2.92
1.34%
18
13.55
39.34
220.31
21.55
25.02
221.91
8.00
14.31
0.73%
19
52.54
32.07
264.76
37.16
39.71
267.20
15.38
7.64
0.92%
20
69.68
80.40
234.77
67.92
75.35
237.52
1.76
5.05
1.17%
21
21.64
64.06
190.84
43.12
36.47
192.37
21.48
27.59
0.80%
22
15.44
65.50
181.35
13.50
29.00
166.00
1.94
36.50
8.47%
23
91.58
53.84
267.06
69.91
60.20
267.59
21.67
6.36
0.20%
24
46.94
49.07
195.39
48.26
48.13
195.15
1.32
0.95
0.12%
25
54.78
86.59
197.60
53.67
67.15
192.20
1.11
19.44
2.73%
26
72.62
61.32
215.90
50.16
56.91
218.60
22.46
4.41
1.25%
27
16.23
29.01
246.21
17.75
38.98
248.09
1.53
9.98
0.77%
28
92.68
47.35
207.93
62.72
53.90
208.70
29.96
6.55
0.37%
29
98.21
62.54
243.53
80.00
67.78
244.00
18.21
5.24
0.19%
30
71.67
53.68
252.29
53.87
60.86
252.80
17.80
7.18
0.20%

Through further analysis, we have found that for damaged wells (wells that have small
near-wellbore permeability and large reservoir permeability), production is insensitive to
reservoir permeability. This is illustrated in Figure 31. This figure is the production profiles of 5
synthetic reservoir model. All reservoir properties are same among these models except for
reservoir permeability. Near-wellbore permeability kw of the above 5 models is 40 md, and
reservoir permeabilities kr are 10md, 30 md, 50 md, 70 md, and 90 md respectively. From Figure
31, we can observe that for reservoir permeabilities smaller than near-wellbore permeability
(kr=10md and kr=30md), production has significant change along with increase of kr. In this case,
it’s easier for EnKF to capture the true reservoir permeability. However, for reservoir
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permeabilities larger than near-wellbore permeability (kr=50md kr=70md kr=90md), production
has little change along with increase of kr. This case makes it impossible for EnKF to capture the
true reservoir permeability. This helps to explain some of the large error in reservoir permeability
prediction in Table 3, such as case 19 and case 23.

Figure 31 Sensitivity analysis regarding reservoir permeability.

Similarly, for stimulated wells (wells that have large near-wellbore permeability and
small reservoir permeability), production is insensitive to near-wellbore permeability. This is
illustrated in Figure 32. In this figure, reservoir productions with same reservoir permeability and
different near-wellbore permeabilities. We can observe significantly different oil production
behavior when near-wellbore permeabilities (kw=10md and kw=30md) are smaller than reservoir
permeability. Oil productions do not show obvious change when near-wellbore permeabilities
(kw=50md kw=70md and and kw=90md) are larger than reservoir permeability. In this case, it’s
easier for our model to capture the true near-wellbore permeability when it is smaller than
reservoir permeability. However, when near-wellbore permeability is larger than reservoir
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permeability it’s impossible to get a close estimate. Therefore, taking cases 5 and 9 as examples,
the comparatively large error in near-wellbore permeability is also reasonable.

Figure 32 Sensitivity analysis regarding near-wellbore permeability.

3.4 Analysis of Production Data in a Producing Oil Reservoir
After the PDA model has been developed and validated, the next step is to apply the
model to the target field and validate the model with well logs and core analysis data. Therefore
in this section, we applied our PDA model into a currently production carbonate oil reservoir in
Alabama state. Ahead of field scale reservoir simulation study, it is critical that reservoir
heterogeneity and well damages are well understood to decrease the uncertainty of the field scale
simulation model. Figure 33 shows the location and structure of the light oil reservoir. It is a dualreservoir, pure stratigraphic trap (Heydari and Baria, 2006; Mancini et al., 2008). The upper and
lower reservoirs do not have direct communication according to reservoir pressure and fluid data
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analysis. The lower reservoir is more productive and is the focus of this study. The lower
reservoir covers an area of 32 mi2 and a thickness of 43 ft (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013). No
faulting, structural closure, or localized paleotopographic highs have been observed in this field.
For more details about this field please refer to our previous work (Yue and Wang, 2015).

Figure 33 Map showing the major structural features and approximate updip limit of the Smackover deposition and the
location of the PSU fields (modified from SOGBA).

Figure 34 shows the production and pressure data of well #8971514 in the above field.
The data point marked with the arrow sign is treated as the anchor point, which is the first
assimilating point. BHFP is 1632 psi at this point and is constant until the end of the record.
Measurement error is the error in measuring equipment such as flowmeters and is observed from
the production. In the example, measurement error is about 250 bbl/month.
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Figure 34 Oil production rate and flowing bottom hole pressure of well 8971514.

We utilized 30 data points after the anchor point as our assimilation data points. The last
10 points are used to verify the accuracy of the results. Figure 35 shows the matching of the oil
rate for well 8971514. From this figure, we can see the large estimation error after initiation of
data assimilation was quickly reduced as assimilation proceeds. After assimilating about 21
points, the oil rate has obtained a very good match. After assimilating 30 data points, we hold
reservoir permeability, skin factor, and drainage area constant and let the simulation proceed for
another 10 data points (about 300 days). Results indicate a consistently accurate matching
performance. Estimated reservoir permeability is about 24.00 md, skin factor is 9.11, and
drainage area is 161.82 acres.
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Figure 35 Oil rate matching for well 8971514.

We have applied our model to all 31 wells in the field. The estimated reservoir properties
are summarized in Table 4. Permeability from core measurements of 4 wells are provided by the
operating company. Our matched permeabilities are very close to core permeability, which again
validates the accuracy and applicability of our model.
Table 4 Evaluation of 31 Wells Using a New PDA and Decline Models based on production from 2004-2013.

Well Name k (md)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

8147236 no decline
behavior
9057919
6
1269868
33
9133758
14
6323592
37
8971514
24
9754004
15
2784982
7
5468815 missing
BHFP
9575068
20.4
9648885 missing
BHFP
1576130 missing
BHFP
9705927
3
9571669
6

S

Drainage
(acres)

b factor

k from
core
analysis

0.00
-4
7
-2
30
9
-5
-5

498
301
546
807
162
279
378

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.27
0.02
0.00

-3.0

303.0

0.00
0.17
0.56

-2
-3

289
373

0.00
0.00

27
15
18

23
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

4853756
16
8002804
1
1418863 missing
BHFP
4217612
3
9157355
52
7922073
20
9594924 missing
BHFP
6557406 missing
BHFP
3571160
27
8491293
6
9339932 no decline
behavior
6787351
7
7577401 missing
BHFP
7431324
50
3922270 missing
BHFP
6554778
16
1711866
7

43
-6

255
195

0.78
0.80
0.78

-5
5
6

560
216
140

0.00
0.38
0.00
0.00
0.00

-3
2

637
332

0.00
0.08
0.00

-4

459

0.00
0.00

42

904

0.00
0.47

0
-4

491
588

0.00
0.74

Based on the evaluation, reservoir permeabilities are divided into 3 groups and mapped
over the reservoir in Figure 36. From the figure, we can see the low permeabilities locate mainly
at the northwest edge of the reservoir. We have also presented in Figure 37 a permeability
distribution realization from another study in the literature (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013). The
realization is generated with Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS). Notice that this distribution
is not a strictly vertical view as Figure 36, and the area considered as a reservoir is slightly
different with Figure 36. We have then pixelated both permeability distributions. We can see that
the 2 realizations have a close match, featuring high permeability area in the southwest,
intermediate permeability in the center area, and some intermediate permeability in the northeast,
which are all circled in black. This comparison further proves the accuracy of our model.
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Drainage areas are also divided into 3 groups and mapped over the reservoir, as shown in
Figure 38. We can observe that the drainage area is mainly controlled by the density of the wells.
Since the middle area has a large number of producers, the drainage areas are relatively small.
Wells in the southwest part have relatively large drainage areas.

Figure 36 Reservoir permeability values of individual wells mapped over the lower reservoir in the PSU field (left) and
same permeability distribution after pixelated on top of the reservoir map (right).

Figure 37 Spatial distribution of permeability on the top of the S-6 reservoir layer in the 3-D geologic reservoir model
of the PSU field (Mancini 2013) (left) and same permeability distribution after pixelated on top of the reservoir map
(right).
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Figure 38 Drainage area values of individual wells mapped over the lower reservoir in the PSU field.

3.5 Conclusion
In this study, we developed a production data analysis model to estimate reservoir
permeability, skin factor, and drainage area. EnKF is applied to assimilate production data in a
single-well reservoir environment. Based on thorough verification through both synthetic models
and real field production data and core measurement data, reasonable data matches are obtained.
We also analyzed the cause of error in combined estimation of permeability and skin factor. The
estimated property fields capture the true geological structure and spatial geological features. The
new PDA model can achieve the functionality of type-curve methods with greatly improved
accuracy and efficiency, and largely enhance versatility. The methodology and procedures in this
work show other researchers and engineers how to develop and apply efficient and accurate
production data analysis models.
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Chapter 4
Feasibility of Gas Injection based on Whole-field Simulation Study with
Application of an EnKF-based Production Data Analysis Model

Abstract

This paper presents a methodology, implementation, and dynamic modeling of gas injection
operations following a previous water flooding study (Yue and Wang, 2015) to better understand and
optimize management and operation of this field.
In this study, we first reviewed the geology, petrophysical properties, and field production
history. We then carefully calibrated the oil compositions based on PVT lab measurements and
applied an innovative and efficient in-house production data analysis (PDA) model that incorporated
the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) method to analyze production data. Permeability, drainage area,
and skin factor were obtained from the PDA model and included in a field-scale simulation model to
improve reservoir history matching. At the end, we carried out parametric studies to investigate the
impact of gas injection locations, the number of injectors, types of injected gas, and injection rates.
This field case study would help one understand gas injection in Smackover carbonate reservoirs.

Introduction

Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian) Smackover microbial buildups are known to be productive oil and
gas reservoirs in the eastern Gulf coastal plain of the United States (Al Haddad and Mancini, 2013).
Geological and petrophysical evaluation has led to successful primary development of these reservoirs.
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Together with some 16 Smackover fields in the southwest Alabama area, the combined oil production
from these reservoirs reached a total of 5 million bbl by 2008 (Mancini et al., 2008). As a light oil
carbonate reservoir, the PSU field experienced normal pressure drop after five years of primary
production. The need to increase recovery from our target field has prompted interest in reservoir
simulation studies. The Jay/lec field (Alhuthali et al., 2013; Langston and Shirer, 1985; Lawrence et
al., 2002; Verma et al., 1994; Wilkinson et al., 2004) has been identified as an analogous field by the
operating company. The Jay field commenced production in 1970 and has produced primarily from
the same Smackover formation. The primary recovery from the Jay field was estimated at about 17%
of OOIP. Water injection commenced later and also yielded good results. An estimate of the field’s
ultimate primary and secondary recovery is 373×106 bbl or 51% of OOIP (Melster et al., 2014).
Different from the analogous field, gas injection operation is more favorable for the target field due to
limited water source and abundant gas source. Therefore, production scenarios of gas injection will be
further discussed following our previous study of water flooding performance (Yue and Wang, 2015).
Economic environment of oil and gas has changed over the past year. With the current low oil price,
engineers need to rethink about the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods based on their economic
efficiency. Ethane injection has drawn attention as a viable and attractive EOR solvent due to its
advantage in miscibility, solubility, operation, and especially its cheap price with boom of shale gas
(McGuire et al., 2016). In this study, we investigated the performance of ethane injection, and
compared it with other traditional injection solvent to provide a thorough idea of gas injections.
Reservoir modeling has been historically used as a tool to enhance reservoir management and
define long-term field development plans. Regarding field evaluation methodology, Salem and his
colleagues have focused on a naturally fractured carbonate reservoir in the Middle East and
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documented their methodology in the dynamic simulation process. The methodology and model have
produced an excellent of history matching results in a very practical way (Salem et al., 2006). Franco
and Manuel present an approach to an integrated asset team working to generate a field simulation
static and dynamic model to carry out a field development plan revision. A general workflow to assess
this goal is developed, and the proposed field development plan maximizes the ultimate recovery
(Diaz Franco, 2009). Cook and Downing present a pragmatic integrated workflow used to optimize
development and guide critical development decisions in the Black Hawk field. Multiple simplistic
simulation models were history-matched to existing production wells. Field trials to test proposed
changes to the completion have been initiated and development drilling plans updated to reflect the
optimal well spacing for each lease (Cook et al., 2014). However, these publications did not cover an
effective methodology to improve reservoir history matching. Large uncertainties in predicted well
performance and reservoir properties will potentially impair the accuracy of simulations and
development decisions. Therefore, based on a thorough study of the target field, we want to develop a
systematic strategy which covers the entire phases of reservoir evaluation including a rigorous
methodology to improve reservoir history matching.
In our previous study on water flooding performance of the target field (Yue and Wang,
2015), the reservoir simulations are based on homogenous and isotropic permeability field, and zero
well damage/stimulation. Production has proved that this assumption cannot represent the true
reservoir condition to the best case. An improved permeability distribution of the field-scale
simulation model is needed, especially if the performance of gas injection is to be investigate. Besides
the target field, many mature fields have been producing for years, where reservoir was not fully
characterized. In these cases, an accurate and efficient production data analysis is important to
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understand reservoir characteristics. Traditional analytical methods, including decline curves and type
curves, are not accurate due to simplified assumptions, and their applications are limited to certain
production scenarios (Bhattacharya and Nikolaou, 2013; Ertekin et al., 2001; Poston et al., 2008).
Traditional numerical simulation and history matching is time-consuming (Wen and Chen, 2007) thus
not ideal regarding evaluation efficiency. The ensemble Kalman filter initially proposed by Evensen
(1994) is a Monte-Carlo implementation of the Bayesian update problem, in which an ensemble of
models is used to update the parameters sequentially according to the chronological order in which the
data are acquired and assimilated (Evensen, 2006, 1994; Naevdal et al., 2005). Its implementation
thus turns out to be significantly more efficient and independent of any reservoir simulator (Liang,
2007). Several studies area devoted in the development of the EnKF-based history matching model
with an emphasis and application on real fields (Bianco et al., 2013; Evensen et al., 2007; Fahimuddin
et al., 2013). A practical and efficient application of the EnKF-based single-well PDA model as a part
of field-scale simulation study and planning is still vacant in the current publications.
The objective of this study is to first summarize our work in documenting the geologic,
petrophysical, and engineering properties of the target field. In the meantime, we have summarized
the methodology, implementation, and results of developing an accurate field-scale reservoir
simulation model with the practical application of an EnKF-based production data analysis model.
The methodology described in this paper is suitable for other light oil reservoirs. The overall goal of
the study is to develop a tool for better history matching and prediction of both reservoir properties
and future performance through simulation studies.
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4.1 Base Model

4.1.1 Field Overview

Figure 39 Well location and thickness of the lower formation of the target field in both 3D and 2D (courtesy of
the operating company, 2009).

The carbonate oil field studied is a currently producing field in the U.S. that was discovered
in 1994 with wells on natural flow or through artificial lift. Two facies were identified within the
Smackover Formation, and they do not have direct communication based on reservoir pressure and
fluid data analysis. The lower reservoir is the focus of this study. It has a down-dip structure towards
the southwest, with a dip angle of about 200 ft per mile. An edge water aquifer is connected to the
reservoir from the southwest. The reservoir is thicker in the southern part of the field and is absent
along the northern margin (Ernest A. Mancini, 2006; Heydari and Baria, 2006; Mancini et al., 2008;
Ridgway, 2010). No faulting, structural closure, or localized paleotopographic highs have been
observed in this field. Based on petrophysical measurements, the average permeability of the target
field is about 20 md, and porosity is about 8%. The initial reservoir pressure is about 5148 psi at
11,870-11,883 ft, and the reservoir temperature is 208°F. Oil gravity is 42.2 API, and oil viscosity is
about 0.17 cp. Figure 39 shows the well location and thickness of the lower formation of the PSU
field. Detailed field information is documented in a previous study (Yue and Wang, 2015).
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4.1.2 Application of an EnKF-based PDA model to Improve S, A, and k

A compositional model of 80,000 blocks (400×200×1) was constructed to simulate the lower
reservoir based on detailed geological and geophysical studies. In Figure 39, 31 wells are included for
simulation purposes. The measured bubble point pressure is around 2640 psi. Porosity and
permeability are firstly treated as homogeneous and averaged to be 8% and 20 md before applying the
EnKF-based PDA model.

Application of an EnKF-based PDA model

As mentioned earlier, the ensemble Kalman filter is a Monte-Carlo implementation of the
Bayesian update problem, in which an ensemble of models is used to update the parameters
sequentially according to the chronological order in which the observed data are acquired and
assimilated. In this study, the state vector at a given timestep includes permeability, skin factor,
drainage area, reservoir pressure, and oil and water saturation. The permeability is homogenous and
isotropic in the context of the PDA model.
𝑇

𝒚𝑚 = (𝑘, 𝑆, 𝐴, 𝒑𝑇 , 𝑺𝒐 𝑇 , 𝑺𝒘 𝑇 )𝑘 ; 𝑘 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁𝑘

(4.1)

where 𝑘 is the index of individual ensemble members and 𝑁𝑘 is the number of ensemble members. At
each assimilation time step, each ensemble member is updated by the use of
𝑓

𝑓

𝑓

−1

𝑓

𝒀𝑢𝑚,𝑘 = 𝒀𝑚,𝑘 + 𝑪𝑌 𝑯𝑇 (𝑯𝑪𝑌 𝑯𝑇 + 𝑪𝐷 ) (𝒅𝑜𝑚,𝑘 − 𝑯𝒀𝑚,𝑘 )

(4.2)
𝑓

where the superscripts f and u stand for forecast and update, respectively. 𝑪𝑌 denotes the prior
covariance matrix for the state variables, which can be estimated from the ensemble. 𝑪𝐷 is the
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covariance matrix of measurement noise for the data. 𝒅𝑜𝑚,𝑘 is a sample of the Gaussian probabilitydensity function, which has a mean at the measured value 𝒅𝑜𝑚 and a covariance of 𝑪𝐷 .

Figure 40 Schematic design of the production data analysis model (left) and a representation of the stimulated well in our
base model (right).

In this study, an EnKF algorithm is programmed and linked to a single-well reservoir
simulation model Figure 40 (right). The field data is the measured oil rate. The EnKF model only
performs data assimilation, and the reservoir simulation model generates the reservoir state and
observation data. The reservoir simulation model and EnKF exchange data at every assimilation time
step. Details about the model setup and verification (with both the synthetic model and laboratory
core measurements in the real field application) can be found in the previous paper. The following
paragraphs will focus on the application in a field-scale model. With the above settings, our PDA
model can be used in the production data analysis of single wells. When it is necessary for the tuning
of a field-scale simulation model, assimilated reservoir properties can be incorporated into the fieldscale model in a regional manner. Such an application is exemplified in the following target field.
Table 5 Evaluation of 31 Wells Using a New PDA and Decline Models based on production from 2004-2013.

Well Name
1
2
3

k (md)

8147236 no decline
behavior
9057919
6
1269868
33

S

Drainage
(acres)

b factor

k from core
analysis
0.00

-4
7

498
301

0.00
0.00
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

9133758
14
6323592
37
8971514
24
9754004
15
2784982
7
5468815 missing
BHFP
9575068
20.4
9648885 missing
BHFP
1576130 missing
BHFP
9705927
3
9571669
6
4853756
16
8002804
1
1418863 missing
BHFP
4217612
3
9157355
52
7922073
20
9594924 missing
BHFP
6557406 missing
BHFP
3571160
27
8491293
6
9339932 no decline
behavior
6787351
7
7577401 missing
BHFP
7431324
50
3922270 missing
BHFP
6554778
16
1711866
7

-2
30
9
-5
-5

546
807
162
279
378

0.00
0.00
0.17
0.27
0.02
0.00

-3.0

303.0

0.00
0.17

27
15
18

23

0.56
-2
-3
43
-6

289
373
255
195

0.00
0.00
0.78
0.80
0.78

-5
5
6

560
216
140

0.00
0.38
0.00
0.00
0.00

-3
2

637
332

0.00
0.08
0.00

-4

459

0.00
0.00

42

904

0.00
0.47

0
-4

491
588

0.00
0.74

In our previous study, the PDA model has been applied to individual wells in the target field
to evaluate effective permeability. The evaluation results are summarized in Table 5. To improve the
field-scale simulation model, we have incorporated the permeability, skin factor, and drainage area
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information. Permeability data and skin factor are borrowed directly from Table 5, and drainage area
data is manually mapped on top of the geological model, as in Figure 41.

Figure 41 Improved permeability field of the target field.

4.1.3 Improved Oil Compositions

The reservoir pressure in part of the target field has dropped below the bubble point pressure.
Therefore, an accurate oil composition characterization is very important for the accuracy of the
reservoir simulation models. Two reservoir fluid composition and thermodynamic properties tables
were used to represent the reservoir fluid properties. Other fluid properties and rock-fluid data were
the same as with the black-oil model (Yue and Wang, 2015).
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To assess the applicability of compositional simulation models, one set of gas compositions
borrowed from analogous field is first applied to the compositional model.
Table 6 Component composition borrowed from literature (Sanger and Hagoort, 1998).

#

Component

Mole fraction (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7-13
C14-20
C21-28
C29+
N2
Sum

37.76
9.05
6.84
6.60
5.24
5.74
19.88
5.45
2.07
1.36
0.00
1

The second compositional characterization is based on lab tests of wellstream composition
from well 9705927. The conventional method of grouping has been adopted. From C1 to NC5, each
hydrocarbon is described as a discrete component. NC6 and CYC are combined as one component.
The rest are lumped as the heavy fractions C7+. Since we will also test the performances of N2 and
CO2 injection, and small amounts of N2 and CO2 are detected from lab tests, we have also treated N2
and CO2 as two individual components. For the equation of state, we have chosen the Peng-Robinson
equation (PR1978). Tuning of EOS is accomplished using a commercial software. Lab tests for
validation include constant composition expansion and differential liberation. Comparisons of
simulation results (including oil relative volume, oil and gas viscosity, oil compressibility, oil density,
gas-oil ratio, gas compressibility factor, and gas and oil specific gravity) after EOS tuning and lab
measurements revealed close matches of PVT lab measurements. Compositional characterization of
the oil is recorded in Table 7.
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Table 7 Compositional characterization of the oil in the PSU field.

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Component
N2
CO2
CH4
C2H6
C3H8
IC4
NC4
IC5
NC5
NC6toCYC
NC7toC31
Total

Mole fraction (%)
2.2895
0.1491
29.6434
9.8288
7.3286
2.1822
4.7380
2.2627
2.9096
6.6430
32.0253
1

4.1.4 History Matching of Primary Production

Cumulative oil production from the entire field under different cases is presented in Figure 42.
The blue dots are real field productions found from the state oil and gas board. Four simulation cases
are compared in the plot, which include: 1. a black oil simulation model; 2. a compositional model
based on oil composition found from the literature; 3. a compositional model based on PVT
measurements; 4. a compositional model based on PVT measurements; 5. and the EnKF-based PDA
model. In the four simulation models, the oil production of each well from 2004-08 (the beginning) to
2012-12 is maintained as same as the field production. Therefore, the field production data from
2013-01 to 2015-06 can be used to evaluate the accuracy of each simulation model. From Figure 42,
we can see that the case 1 black oil simulation model gives less production than the real field
production, while the case 2 composition borrowed from the literature gives much more oil compared
with field production. Both case 3 and case 4 have a good match with real field production data,
which proved the accuracy of the oil composition characterization from the previous subsection. We
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have also compared the cumulative production of individual wells from the 4 cases. Results indicate
that case 4 also gives a closer prediction on a well-to-well case. Based on the simulation results,
primary oil production could recover about 16.25% of the original oil in place (OOIP) after 20 years
of production. Considering the uncertainty of permeability and skin factor estimation from the PDA
model for each of the two reservoir properties, when 3×STD are either added or deleted from the
mean value, ultimate oil recovery factor will either increase or decrease about 0.50% based on
additional simulations.

Figure 42 Cumulative Oil Production of the Entire Field under 4 Cases.
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4.2 Performance of Gas Injection

Figure 43 Flow chart of the evaluation process for performance of gas injection.

In this section, the performance of gas injection is investigated under different scenarios. As
in Figure 43, the effects of injection locations are tested first. The effects of injectors number 2 and 4
are tested after that. The effect of the injected gas is also tested. Types of injected gas include CH 4, N2,
CO2, and produced gas reinjection. The effect of the injection rate is tested for the best case for each
injector number. The injection rates include 1000, 1500, and 2000 Mcf/day/well.

4.2.1 Effect of Injection Location

2-injector Case

With a dip angle shown in Figure 44, gas should be injected from the updip area. Considering
the low-permeability compartment, injection locations should be located in the circled area shown in
Figure 44.
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Figure 44 Map of formation top showing low permeability area and injection locations.

Figure 45 shows 4 different injection locations: GI operation, 2GI_a, 2GI_b, and 2GI_c. GI
operation is the current injection location. The gas injection rate is 1500 Mcf/day/well. In GI
operation, the injections are focused on the targeted injection area in the middle of the field (lower
circle in Figure 44). In 2GI_a, injections are focused on the targeted injection area in the northeast of
the field (upper circle in Figure 44). In 2GI_b, injections are separated in the middle area of the field.
In 2GI_c, one injector is in the middle and another in the northeast area. We will simulate a
production period of 25 years, starting from July 2004 with gas injection initiated in March 2015.
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Figure 45 Field grid top showing injector locations of case GI operations (upper left), 2GI_a (upper right), 2GI_b (lower left),
2GI_c (lower right).

Figure 46 Comparison of cumulative oil production of 2 gas injector cases and the primary production case.
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Figure 46 is the comparison of cumulative oil productions from 2 injector cases and the
primary production. From this figure, we can see that the injection scenario 2GI_a recovers the most
oil, which is about 17.66% of OOIP. The oil recoveries of 2GI_b and GI operation are very similar,
which is almost 17% of OOIP. 2GI_c recovers less oil, which is about 16.49% OOIP. With primary
production, the field produces 16.25% of OOIP. Although 2GI_a recovers more oil, its oil recovery in
the first 6 years of gas injection is actually lower than that of primary production. Therefore, 2GI_b
and GI operation are more favorable for real production. From Figure 46, the most oil that can be
recovered additionally through 2 injectors is about 1.5% OOIP. Additional gas injectors are needed if
more oil is desired.

Figure 47 Oil saturation map of the northeast area by the end of gas injection with case 2GI_a.

Figure 47 is the oil saturation map of the northeast area by the end of gas injection with
injection scenario 2GI_a. After a close review of the oil production from individual wells, we have
found that the wells circled with red in Figure 47 contribute the most to production. The reason that
2GI_a produces less oil than primary production after gas injection is due to the loss of 2 producers (2
producers are transformed to injectors) and the shut-in of 2 additional producers adjacent to the
injectors (they are shut-in due to a high gas-oil ratio not long after gas injection). Oil is therefore
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pushed through a long distance to reach the circled producer. The reason that 2GI_a has slightly
higher ultimate production is due to the special long-strip shape of the northeast area, meaning that oil
is better preserved and swept to the upper and lower producers.

Figure 48 Oil saturation map of the target field by the initiation (left) and end (right) of gas injection with case GI operation.

Figure 48 is the oil saturation map of the target field by the initiation (left) and end (right) of
gas injection with the case GI_operation. From the oil streamlines in the right figure of Figure 48, we
can see that oil has been pushed downward.
2GI_c shows almost no additional oil recovery compared with the primary production case. It
indicates that a single producer with an injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well is not enough to recover a
significant amount of additional oil.
Figure 49 is the comparison of cumulative oil production from the middle area (circle in the
middle of Figure 44) under different injection cases with 2 injectors. From this figure, we can see that
2GI_b has an immediate increase on cumulative oil production in the middle area, while 2GI_a has a
delayed increase in the same area. However, 2GI_c produces less oil than primary production.
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Figure 49 Comparison of cumulative oil production from the middle area under different injection cases with 2 injectors.

4-injector Case

To evaluate the effect of injection location with 4 injectors, we have come up with 4 injection
scenarios: 4GI_a, 4GI_b, 4GI_c, and 4GI_d. In case 4GI_a (Figure 50 upper left), 2 targeted injection
locations shown in Figure 44 were combined. Case 4GI_a is the combination of 2GI_a and
GI_operation. 4GI_b (Figure 50 upper right) is the combination of 2GI_a and 2GI_b. Case 4GI_c
(Figure 50 lower left) is the combination of 2GI_a and 2GI_d. In case 4GI_d (Figure 50 lower right),
another injector was drilled adjacent to well 6554778 and was named 6554778#2. Both 6554778 and
6554778#2 act as injectors starting from March 2015.
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Figure 50 Field grid top showing injector locations of case 4GI_a (upper left) 4GI_b (upper right), 4GI_c (lower left), 4GI_d
(lower right).

Figure 51 is the comparison of cumulative oil productions of 4 injector cases and the primary
production case. We can see that the maximum recovery factor is about 19.76%. Oil recovery is
increased by more than 3%. Although 2GI_GI operation and 2GI_b produce a similar amount of oil,
4GI_a (combination of 2GI_GI operation and 2GI_a) produces more oil than 4GI_b (combination of
2GI_b and 2GI_a).
After evaluation of cumulative oil produced from individual wells in 4GI_a, the wells that
contributed the most are circled in Figure 50a. The producers located near injectors were shut in due
excessive gas release, which compromised early oil recovery after gas injection initiated. But due to
the shape of the reservoir, oil has been pushed either upward or downward, which results in good
sweep.
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In 4GI_d, 2 wells in the northeast are injectors (with one newly drilled as an injector). From
Figure 51, we can see 4GI_d has immediate improvements after gas injection. Figure 52 is the oil
saturation map of the northeast area by the end of gas injection for case 4GI_a. Figure 53 is the oil
saturation map of the northeast area by the end of gas injection for case 4GI_d. From a comparison of
the two figures, we can see 4GI_d results in a much better sweep. This can be explained through the
plot of open wells of 4 injector cases shown in Figure 54. Since 4GI_d has one added well as an
injector compared with other cases, the active producers in 4GI_d are more productive than the other
cases during injection, which also contributes to higher oil recovery.

Figure 51 Comparison of cumulative oil productions of 4 injector cases and the primary production case.
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Figure 52 Oil saturation map of the northeast area by the end of gas injection with case 4GI_a.

Figure 53 Oil saturation map of the northeast area by the end of gas injection with case 4GI_d.

Figure 54 Comparison of open wells of 4 injector cases.
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4.2.2 Effect of Injector Number

In Figure 55, the cumulative oil recoveries of 2 injectors and 4 injectors are compared with
primary production. In this figure, 2GI_operation is the best case for 2 injectors, and 4GI_d is the best
case for 4 injectors. From this figure, we can see that 4GI_d can recover about 3% more OOIP than
2GI_operation. For 2GI_operation, the increase of production is steady during the entire injection
phase. For case 4GI_d, the increase of production during the first 5 - 6 years of injection is more
significant than in later production.

Figure 55 Cumulative oil production of 2 injectors and 4 injectors, compared with primary production.

4.2.3 Effect of Injected Gas based on 4 Injectors

Regarding the effect of injected fluid, 4 fluids are tested with injection scenario 4GI_d and an
injection rate of 1500 Mscf/day/well. The injection locations are presented in Figure 56. Gas is
injected continuously for 15 years starting from March 2015, which is 10 years after primary
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production. Injected gases include CH4, C2H6, CO2, N2, and produced gas injection (produced gas
reinjection). Mole fractions of injected gas are presented in Table 8 to Table 12.

Figure 56 Injection scenario and injection rate used to test the effect of injected gas.

C2H6 Injection

Table 8 Mole fraction of injected gas for C2H6 injection.

Component
Mole percentage at surface condition

CH4
0

C2H6
C3H8
100%

CO2
0

N2
0

0

Table 8 is the mole fraction of injected C2H6. When C2H6 is injected into the original reservoir
oil, the first contact miscibility can be achieved at 2250.0 psi based on calculations. The minimum
pressure to achieve multiple contact miscibility is 1875.0 psi by backward contacts-condensing gas
drive.
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Figure 57 Oil saturation map after 15 years of C2H6 injection with an injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well and injection
scenario 4GI_d.

Figure 57 represents the oil saturation map by the end of gas injection. In the northeast area,
miscibility is achieved soon after C2H6 is injected into the reservoir. Oil saturation near the injectors is
as high as 0.8. As the oil enriched with C2H6 moves downward (in a southwest direction), a butterfly
area with high gas saturation is formed, surrounded by high oil saturation. As the C 2H6 keeps moving
downward, a band area of high gas saturation is formed again. In the middle area, oil is being swept
by the gas, and we can see a high gas saturation area around injectors, indicating unsuccessful
miscibility.
The butterfly-shaped high gas saturation area can be explained through Figure 58a. Figure
58a is the global mole fraction of C2H6 after 15 years of C2H6 injection. The red, yellow, and green
areas indicate the area being swept by C2H6. We can observe the elongated area being touched by
injected gas in the northeast and middle of the field. Figure 58b is the gas mole fraction of C2H6, and
The elongated area in the northeast in Figure 58a is infused with C2H6, and as pressure gradually
drops from northeast to southwest (Figure 58d), the minimum miscible pressure of C2H6 is reached in
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the butterfly area; therefore, C2H6 is released from the oil. As of the section from the end of butterfly
to the throat area, C2H6 doesn’t touch this section; therefore, even if the reservoir pressure of this
section is lower, high gas saturation of C2H6 does not exist. The band-shaped high gas saturation area
is mainly caused by the release of CH4 as pressure drops. Miscibility is not well achieved in the
middle area because the reservoir pressure is below the minimum miscible pressure of C 2H6 from
Figure 58d. Injected gas does not touch the southwest part of the field.
a

b

c

d

Figure 58 Global mole fraction of C2H6 (a), Oil mole fraction of C2H6 (b), Gas mole fraction of C2H6 (c), Pressure map (d)
after 15 years of C2H6 injection with an injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well and injection scenario 4GI_d.

CO2 Injection

Table 9 Mole fraction of injected gas for CO2 injection.

Component
Mole percentage at surface condition

CH4

C2H6
0

C3H8
0

0

CO2
N2
100%

0
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Table 9 is the mole fraction of injected CO2. When CO2 is injected into the original reservoir
oil, the first contact miscibility can be achieved at 2464.7 psi based on calculations. The minimum
pressure to achieve multiple contact miscibility is 2414.7 psi by backward contacts-condensing gas
drive.

Figure 59 Oil saturation map after 15 years of CO2 injection with an injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well and injection
scenario 4GI_d.

Figure 59 represents the oil saturation map by the end of gas injection. It is similar with the
saturation map of C2H6 injection in Figure 57. We can see that the miscibility is well achieved in the
northeast area except for a butterfly and a band shaped area.
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a

b

c

d

e

Figure 60 Global mole fraction of CO2 (a), Gas mole fraction of CO2 (b), Gas mole fraction of CH4 (c), Oil mole fraction of
NC7+ (d), Pressure map (e) after 15 years of CO2 injection with an injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well and injection
scenario 4GI_d.

Explanation of these low oil saturation areas are similar with that of C 2H6 injection, and can
be explained with Figure 60. The major difference between C2H6 injection and CO2 injection from oil
saturation map is that with C2H6 injection, we can observe larger oil saturations in the middle area of
the field. This is mainly caused by the low pressure value for C2H6 to reach multiple contact
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miscibility with reservoir oil. In C2H6 injection, miscibility is well preserved during the injection
period, oil is pushed to the peripheral areas in middle, and injected solvent (C2H6) is condensed into
reservoir oil upon C2H6’s contact with reservoir oil. However, with CO2 injection, miscibility is not
achieved in the middle area of the reservoir due to high miscibility pressure. Therefore, the
mechanisms for CO2 injection in the middle area is pure immiscible displacement.

Produced Gas Injection

Table 10 is the mole fraction of produced gas. It contains components of C1 to C3, and a
slight amount of CO2 and N2. This mole fraction is borrowed from the composition of produced gas.
When the produced gas is re-injected into the original reservoir oil, the first-contact miscibility can be
achieved at 4989.7 psi, based on calculations. The minimum pressure to achieve multiple-contact
miscibility is 4039.7 psi by vaporizing gas-drive multiple-contact miscibility.

Table 10 Mole fraction of injected gas for produced gas injection.

Component
Mole percentage at surface condition

CH4
C2H6
C3H8
CO2
N2
67.67%
15.87%
10.25%
0.27%
5.94%

The enhanced oil recovery process produced by gas reinjection can be explained through
Figure 61 to Figure 64. These figures record the oil saturation and pressure evaluation the during gas
injection process. During the first 2 years of gas injection, produced gas is immiscible with reservoir
oil, based on Figure 61. As pressure builds up in the northeast, the minimum miscible pressure is
reached, and miscibility is achieved in the area with pressure equal to or above 4000 psi. In the area in
which pressure is lower than the minimum miscible pressure, light components are released to form
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the butterfly area with high gas concentration, similar to that shown with CO 2 injection. As pressure
keeps dropping, the butterfly area is enlarged to occupy almost the entire area in the northeast. In the
middle area, immiscible gas flooding dominates.

Figure 61 Oil saturation map (left) and pressure map (right) after 2 years of produced gas injection with an injection rate of
1500 Mcf/day/well and injection scenario 4GI_d.

Figure 62 Oil saturation map (left) and pressure map (right) after 5 years of produced gas injection with an injection rate of
1500 Mcf/day/well and injection scenario 4GI_d.
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Figure 63 Oil saturation map (left) and pressure map (right) after 7 years of produced gas injection with an injection rate of
1500 Mcf/day/well and injection scenario 4GI_d.

Figure 64 Oil saturation map (left) and pressure map (right) after 15 years of produced gas injection with an injection rate of
1500 Mcf/day/well and injection scenario 4GI_d.

CH4 Injection

Table 11 Mole fraction of injected gas for CH4 injection.

Component
Mole percentage at surface condition

CH4
C2H6
100%

C3H8
0

CO2
0

N2
0

0

Table 11 shows the mole fraction of injected CH4. When pure methane is injected into the
original reservoir oil, the first contact miscibility can be achieved at 5514.7 psi based on calculations.
The minimum pressure to achieve multiple contact miscibility is 4189.7 psi by forward contactsvaporizing gas drive.
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N2 Injection

Table 12 shows the mole fraction of injected N2. When N2 is injected into the original
reservoir oil, the first contact miscibility can be achieved at 5514.7 psi based on calculations. The
minimum pressure to achieve multiple contact miscibility is 4339.7 psi by forward contactsvaporizing gas drive. Figure 65 shows the oil saturation map after 15 years of N2 injection. Due to the
high minimum miscible pressure, immiscible gas drive dominates when N2 is injected into the
reservoir.

Table 12 Mole fraction of injected gas for N2 injection.

Component
Mole percentage at surface condition

CH4

C2H6
0

C3H8
0

CO2
0

N2
0

100%

Figure 65 Oil saturation map after 15 years of N2 injection with an injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well and injection scenario
4GI_d.
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Comparison and Evaluation

A comparison of the cumulative oil productions of each case is presented in Figure 66. From
this figure, we can see that C2H6 injection can recover the most oil in 4 cases, which is about 23.22%
of OOIP. Oil recovery from produced gas injection is close to that from CO 2 injection, which is
around 21.5%. Produced gas injection can recover 21.24% of OOIP. N2 and pure methane injection
(CH4) recover less oil. Compared with primary production, additional oil recovery could be as large
as about 5.59% when gas is injected for 15 years with an injection rate of 6000 Mcf/day field scale.

Figure 66 Comparison of cumulative oil production when injecting different gases, with injection scenario 4GI_d and an
injection rate of 1500 Mcf/day/well.

After evaluating the performance of injecting CO2, produced gas, CH4, and N2, the following
conclusion can be drawn:
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1. Miscibility can be achieved by injecting C2H6, CO2 or produced gas in the northeast area of
the target field during the early years of injection. Injected CO2 and produced gas will release
from the oil once the pressure drops below the minimum miscible pressure.
2. Immiscible gas flooding dominates in the middle area of the target field due to low reservoir
pressure.
3. Injection of CO2 and produced gas yields similar oil recovery.
4. Injection of CH4 and N2 will result in immiscible gas flooding, and the oil recoveries from
these EOR operations are lower compared to C2H6 injection.

4.2.4 Effect of Injection Rate

CH4 Injection

Figure 67 shows the comparison of cumulative oil production when injecting CH4 at varied
injection rates. The maximum oil recovery when injecting CH4 can be increased from 18.78% to
20.96% (2% increase) when injection rate is increased from 1000 Mcf/day/well to 2000 Mcf/day/well.
Oil recovery increases proportionally with increased injection rates. Based on previous evaluations
and Figure 68, the injection process of CH4 is immiscible throughout production. A larger injection
rate can result in better sweep near injectors.
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Figure 67 Comparison of cumulative oil productions when injecting CH4 at 1000, 1500, 2000 Mcf/day/well.

Figure 68 Oil saturation map when CH4 is injected at 1000 Mcf/day/well (upper left), 1500 Mcf/day/well (upper right), 2000
Mcf/day/well (lower) for 15 years.
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Produced Gas Injection

Figure 69 is the comparison of cumulative oil production when injecting produced gas at
varied injection rates. The maximum oil recovery when injecting produced gas can be increased from
19.39% to 22.13% (3% increase) with an injection rate increased from 1000 Mcf/day/well to 2000
Mcf/day/well. Oil recovery increases proportionally with increased injection rates. Based on previous
evaluations, when produced gas is re-injected at 1500 Mcf/day/well, miscibility can be achieved in the
northeast area after about 6 years of injection, and the area with miscibility gradually diminishes after
pressure drops. Figure 70 (left) shows the oil saturation map when produced gas is injected at 1000
Mcf/day/well for 15 years. When produced gas is injected at a lower rate, pressure loss is more
significant; thus the area with miscibility disappeared by the end of production. Figure 70 (right)
shows the oil saturation map when produced gas is injected at 2000 Mcf/day/well for 15 years. When
produced gas is injected at a higher rate, miscible pressure is still maintained in the upper half of the
northeast area. However, in the lower half, injected gas is released from the reservoir oil, causing
increased gas saturation.
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Figure 69 Comparison of cumulative oil production when injecting produced gas at 1000, 1500, and 2000 Mcf/day/well.

Figure 70 Oil saturation map when produced gas is injected at 1000 Mcf/day/well (left), 2000 Mcf/day/well (right) for 15
years.
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C2H6 Injection

Figure 71 Comparison of cumulative oil production when injecting produced gas at 1000, 2000, and 3000 Mcf/day/well.

Figure 71 is the comparison of cumulative oil production when injecting C2H6 at 1000, 2000,
and 3000 Mcf/day/well. The maximum oil recovery when injecting C2H6 can be increased from 19.79%
to 27.55% (7.76% increase) with an injection rate increased from 1000 Mcf/day/well to 3000
Mcf/day/well. Oil recovery increases with increased injection rates, but the increase of oil recovery is
less significant when the injection rate increases from 2000 Mcf/well/day to 3000 Mcf/well/day.
Figure 72 shows the oil saturation maps when C2H6 is injected at different injection rate. We can
observe that when injected at higher injection rate, high oil saturation area is larger in the middle of
the field. Higher injection rate leads to higher reservoir pressure, and thus leads to better miscibility in
the middle of the field. Miscibility is always maintained in the northeast of the field. We can observe
a larger high gas saturation area in Figure 72(b) (2000 Mcf/day/well) than in Figure 72(a) (1000
Mcf/day/well) in the northeast part. This is due to larger area swept by gas front (injected gas) in
Figure 72(b) than in Figure 72(a). Therefore, under similar reservoir pressure (lower than minimum
miscible pressure), gas release in Figure 72(b) will be larger than Figure 72(a).
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a

b

c

Figure 72 Oil saturation maps when C2H6 is injected at 1000 Mcf/day/well (a), 2000 Mcf/day/well (b), 3000 Mcf/day/well
(c).

Comparison of All Gas Injection Scenarios

Table 13 is the comparison of All Gas Injection Scenarios. In this table, CO2 injection
scenarios are filled with pink, N2 injection scenarios are filled with grey, CH4 injection scenarios are
filled with green, C2H6 injection scenarios are filled with blue, and produced gas reinjection scenarios
are filled with orange. Only injection scenarios with 4GI_d are colored. Figure 73 is the oil recovery
factor vs. injection rate for different injected gas type. For injection cases with 3000 Mcf/day/well
injection rate with miscible gas injection, oil recover factor could increase or decrease about 0.8%
when considering uncertainty of regional permeability and skin factor. Same injection rate for
immiscible gas flooding, oil recovery factor could increase or decrease about 0.15% when uncertainty
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is considered. For injection cases with 500 Mcf/day/well with immiscible gas flooding, the increase or
decrease is about 0.25%.
Evaluations from this subsection include:
1.

Oil recover could be increase to 27.55% of OOIP when injecting C2H6 at 3000 Mcf/day/well in 4
injectors. Injection lasts for 15 years compared with primary production of 16.25% of OOIP.
Additional oil recovery is more than 10% OOIP.

2.

Injection scenarios with 2 injectors recover less oil than with 4 injectors.

3.

Injection pattern 4GI_d has best performance.

4.

N2 injection recover least oil due to immiscibility gas flooding. Large amount of gas is released
from producers. Little additional oil could be recovered even if injection rate is increased.

5.

CH4 injection is better than N2 injection regarding oil recover. Oil recovery increases
proportionally with increase of injection rate.

6.

CO2 injection and produced gas reinjection recover more than CH4 injection and N2 injection,
since miscibility can be achieved during injection. CO2 injection recovers similar with produced
gas reinjection when injection rate is around 1000 Mcf/day/well. As injection rate increases,
more oil can be recovered from CO2 injection than produced gas reinjection. For produced gas
reinjection, the additional oil that could be recovered by increasing injection rate is decreasing,
while for CO2, the oil recovery increases proportionally with increase of injection rate.

7.

When choosing between case 13 and 19 in Table 13, produced gas injected at 1500 Mcf/day/well
is better than CH4 injected at 2000 Mcf/day/well. More oil could be recovered with less
produced gas injected.
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8.

When choosing between case 9 and 20 in Table 13, produced gas injected at 2000 Mcf/day/well
has similar performance with CO2 injected at 1500 Mcf/day/well.

9.

With C2H6 injection, oil recovery can be largely enhanced. From Table 13, we can see C2H6
injection’s advantage over the other injection scenarios is very prominent. However, the
advantage only shows when injection rate is over 1000 Mcf/day/well. When gas is injected at
around or less than 1000 Mcf/day/well, immiscible gas flooding will prevail for any injected gas
type. Therefore, in scenarios when the equipment has a threshold on injection rate over 1000
Mcf/day/well, the produced gas may give better economic than C2H6 due to the direct and easy
accessibility of produced gas. C2H6 injection performs better than the other

Table 13 All gas injection scenarios.

0 Injection Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Primary Production
GI Operation
2GI_a
2GI_b
2GI_c
4GI_a_1500CH4
4GI_b_1500CH4
4GI_c_1500CH4
4GI_d_1000CO2
4GI_d_1000CO2
4GI_d_1500CO2
4GI_d_2000CO2
4GI_d_2000CO2
4GI_d_1000N2
4GI_d_1000N2
4GI_d_1500N2
4GI_d_2000N2
4GI_d_2000N2
4GI_d_1000CH4
4GI_d_1000CH4
4GI_d_1500CH4
4GI_d_2000CH4

Injector
Injected Gas
Number
0
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

NA
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4
CO2
CO2
CO2
CO2
CO2
N2
N2
N2
N2
N2
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4

Oil
Injection Rate
Recovery
(Mcf/day/well)
Factor
NA
16.25%
1500
16.98%
1500
17.66%
1500
16.95%
1500
16.49%
1500
19.76%
1500
18.52%
1500
18.53%
500
17.69%
1000
19.59%
1500
21.84%
2000
23.60%
3000
24.62%
500
17.53%
1000
18.21%
1500
18.93%
2000
19.31%
3000
19.90%
500
17.51%
1000
18.78%
1500
19.94%
2000
20.96%

100
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

4GI_d_2000CH4
4GI_d_1000C2H6
4GI_d_1000C2H6
4GI_d_1500C2H6
4GI_d_2000C2H6
4GI_d_3000C2H6
4GI_d_1000PRODUCED
4GI_d_1000PRODUCED
4GI_d_1500PRODUCED
4GI_d_2000PRODUCED
4GI_d_2000PRODUCED

C2H6

CH4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

CH4
C2H6
C2H6
C2H6
C2H6
C2H6
PRODUCED GAS
PRODUCED GAS
PRODUCED GAS
PRODUCED GAS
PRODUCED GAS

PRODUCED GAS

3000
500
1000
1500
2000
3000
500
1000
1500
2000
3000

CO2

22.43%
17.74%
19.79%
23.82%
25.60%
27.55%
17.52%
19.39%
21.24%
22.13%
23.20%

N2

OIL RECOVERY FACTOR

28.00%

26.00%

24.00%

22.00%

20.00%

18.00%

16.00%
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

INJECTION RATE (MCF/DAY/WELL)
Figure 73 Oil recovery factor vs. injection rate for different injected gas type with 4 injectors (4GI_d), gas injection lasts for
15 years.
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4.3 Reservoir Evaluation Strategy and Work Flow

Figure 74 Summarization of simulation strategy and workflow.
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Figure 74 summaries our reservoir evaluation workflow with application of an EnKF-based
PDA model. Analyses were done in a dynamic manner to capture the regional reservoir properties.
Procedures to apply this reservoir evaluation methodology area as follows:
1. This study begins with a thorough survey of pertinent in-house data and literatures. Petroleum
geology, production history, PVT data, and petrophysical property information are gathered
to initiate the static geological model for simulation purposes.
2. With production data of individual wells, or well test data, traditional PDA methods are first
applied. This step is for the purpose of preliminary evaluation of regional information around
producers.
3. An in-house EnKF-based PDA model is then applied to evaluate single-well production.
Match of single-well production is achieved. Reservoir properties, such as regional
permeability, skin factor, drainage area, reservoir pressure, oil/gas saturation are predicted
based on the model. This information will be essential to improve and refine field-scale
simulation.
4. Development of the field-scale reservoir simulation model is based on detailed geological and
geophysical studies. Information obtained from step 3 is directly incorporated to refine
reservoir properties in the simulation model. History matching is also performed to verify the
model and to make corrections of the properties base on need. Once history matching is
achieved, the model is applied to evaluate current production, predict future production, and
the performance of any IOR/EOR operations.
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4.4 Conclusions

An in-house EnKF-based PDA model is developed and applied to a field-scale reservoir
simulation model. Approach in this study proves to be accurate and effective to improve reservoir
history matching and evaluation.
The field-scale modeling was done in a compositional model. Both primary and enhanced
recovery productions are evaluated thoroughly in a parametric manner. Optimum injection location,
injector number, type of injected gas, and injection rate are designed base on the needs of the target
field. Conclusions regarding field evaluations are summarized as follow:
1. Primary production could recover 16.25% of OOIP based on the production of 25 years.
2. When 2 injectors are transformed from producers, oil recover factor can be increased to 16.98%
with CH4 injected from gas cap. When 2 more injectors are added in (one in each injection
area), oil recovery factor can be increased to 19.61%.
3. When 5 injectants are injected at different injection rate, oil recovery factor can be increased
to 27.55% OOIP with C2H6 injection injecting at 3000 Mcf/day/well for 15 years. This is due
to its low miscible pressure in the reservoir oil. Miscibility is well achieved at both injection
areas. However, when injection rate is around 500 Mcf/day/well, oil production from all cases
are similar due to prevailing immiscible gas flooding.
4. CH4 and N2 injections do not have good performance due to high miscible pressure of both
gas.
5. CO2 and produced gas reinjection have intermediate performance due to intermediate
miscible pressures. For the later 2 gas types, miscibility can only achieve in partial injection
areas where reservoir pressure is kept high.
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6. Simulation strategy and workflow are summarized. The flow chart covers this entire phase of
appraisal, development, and application of a field-scale simulation study, emphasizing the
application of the EnKF-based PDA model for uncertainty management. This flow chart is
also suitable for evaluating other conventional oil reservoirs.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The ultimate goal of this proposed research is to better assist production data analysis and
to improve understanding of field evaluation methodology. In pursuit of this goal, we started our
work from the full survey and documentation of geologic, petrophysical, engineering properties,
production data of the target field. We then evaluated current production histories with decline
curve analysis, developed a numerical reservoir model through matching production and pressure
data, then carried out parametric studies to investigate the impact of injection rate, injection
locations, and timing of injection, and finally developed optimized improved oil recovery (IOR)
methods based on ultimate oil recovery and economics. The study provides an addition to the list
of carbonate fields available in the petroleum literature and also improved understandings of
Smackover formation and similar analogous fields. By documenting key features of carbonated
oil field performances, we help petroleum engineers, researchers, and students understand
carbonate reservoir performances.
One of the primary objectives of this project was to develop and verify an accurate and
efficient PDA model. EnKF is applied to assimilate production data in a single-well
homogeneous and isotropic permeability reservoir environment. We made a good progress in this
direction: for 30 synthetic problems, we experienced that with our PDA model, the error in
drainage area estimation is negligible, and the error in permeability (reservoir and near-wellbore)
can be limited within 12 md. Based on our further analysis, the later error is due to sensitivity of
production data on reservoir and near-wellbore permeability in combined estimation. Evaluation
time for a single-well analysis with our PDA model is about 25~40 mins with 30 ensemble
members. It is insightful that the new PDA model can achieve the functionality of type curve
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methods but with greatly improved accuracy and efficiency. Our PDA model also showed
promising result in real field application in which estimated reservoir properties based on real
production data are successfully verified by core/logging data. The estimates of property fields
obtained after assimilating the production data capture the true geological structure and spatial
geological features. Examples of single-well PDA model in EnKF framework with real field
verifications are virtually non-existent except few mentioned recent works. In this regard, this
work makes an endeavor to analyze important issues related with development and applicability
of the EnKF-based PDA mode relevant to real field case evaluation. The methodology and
procedures in this work shows other researchers and engineers how to develop and apply efficient
and accurate production data analysis models.
For the real field study, we combined our PDA model to a field-scale simulation model,
and investigate the gas injection performance of the field. By manually incorporate the
permeability, skin factor, and drainage area data from our single-well PDA model prediction, we
improved the previous homogeneous reservoir simulation model into a heterogeneous one. The
history matching after improvements is promising: simulated production data of the whole-field
has very good match with real production data. While majority of the recent work is focused on
updating field-scale reservoir models directly with EnKF, our evaluation scheme starts from
single-well PDA. The data is then collected and gathered into a field-scale model. Our approach
avoids demanding calculations, spurious correlations effects, and the need of localization scheme
in field-scale update. This approach has proven to be practical, accurate, and versatile to improve
reservoir history matching and evaluation. The performance of gas injection is evaluated
thoroughly in a parametric manner. Optimum injection location, injector number, type of injected
gas, and injection rate are designed. According to simulations, 25.6% of original oil in place
could be recovered if C2H6 is injected with optimum injection location for 15 years at an injection
rate of 2000 Mcf/day/well. However, the advantage of ethane exists only when miscibility of
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ethane into the reservoir oil is available. Therefore, high injection rates need to be maintained
during ethane injection. Simulations have shown, with C2H6 injection, oil recovery can be largely
enhanced.

Chapter 6
Future Work
In permeability estimation with our PDA model, reservoir permeability is assumed to be
homogeneous. Estimation of heterogeneous permeability field could be add into this work.
In this work, we have observed the error in combined estimation of reservoir permeability
and skin factor. Detailed sensitivity analysis is also performed to analyze this error. Although it
has been proved that the error will not affect the simulation of production rates. Guidelines or
other mathematical methods could be developed to improve the accuracy of estimation.
In this work, we manually incorporated the PDA model estimates into the field-scale
simulation model. Additional work could be proposed to further reduce manual operation in this
phase by introducing an appropriate geo-statistical algorithm, such as Kriging.
At last, a detailed economic analysis of different gas injection scenarios is suggested.
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